
STATISTICAL CALCULATION OF SHAPE DERIVATIVES

In the area of structural optimization, there are plenty of different technologies (e.g. Lattice Optimization,
Topology Optimization, Shape Optimization, etc) and methods (Density-based approach, Level-set, Ho-
mogenization, etc). However, they share a common characteristic; all of them treat large-scale constrained
optimization problems, meaning that the number of degrees of freedom can range between 1e4 to 1e8. In
the future, since the HPC capability increases, this range will automatically increase.

In such context, the gradient (the sensitivity or the shape derivative) is a key ingredient. Unfortunately,
it is not always available. Depending on the physics at stake, it is sometimes delicate or impossible to assess
such derivative (e.g. for material non-linearity, coupling of analysis, etc), which possibly indicates that there
is no way to perform a large-scale optimization for such problems. Having the true gradient may sometimes
be impossible but is it doable to obtain at least a descent-direction? And how?

During this internship, we would like to explore alternative approaches to compute a pseudo-gradient. In
the last two decades, some heuristics have been suggested for other contexts and are worth being experi-
mented.

The roadmap for this internship is:

• to make the state of the art regarding such heuristic approaches
• to identify the most valuable methods
• to start experimenting the methods

Figure 1. Examples of optimized structures by the ansys technology.
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Expected profile of the candidate. The candidate is expected to have a solid background in applied
mathematics, with particular skills in statistics and machine learning. Some additional knowledge about
structural mechanics and optimization would be greatly appreciated.

Duration. 4 to 6 months, spring and summer 2023

Location. The internship takes place in the premises of ansys, either in Paris or Lyon. It is jointly
supervised by M. Albertelli (ansys) and C. Dapogny (CNRS researcher in Laboratoire Jean Kuntzmann,
Grenoble).

Contact. Please send your application (vita and motivation letter) to

charles.dapogny@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
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